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- INTRODUCTION

1 - OVERVIEW OF XION
Xion Global – A trusted payment gateway for any business
Despite the surge of interest in blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies, interfaces are still not simple or
intuitive and the barrier to entry is still difficult for non-technical users which prevents mass adoption. Xion
Global aims to address these limitations with the development of a world-first payments solution, bringing
practical functionality to blockchain and cryptocurrencies for real-world usage.
The Xion Global payments & rewards gateway makes it easy for any business, ranging from SMME’s to
multinationals, to accept and send payments, as well as reward customers with cash back and build loyalty.

Free and Simple
Using current, real world implementations of DLT (decentralized ledger) & DeFi (Decentralized Finance)
merchants are able to decrease costs because the Xion Global system is free and has transaction fees of less
than a cent. This makes micro transactions the new norm and saves costs on every cent. Xion Global makes
it easy for merchants to start accepting decentralized payments globally with credit/debit cards, Apple Pay,
Google Pay, and cryptocurrency like xDAI, DAI & XGT.

Making Business Easy
By skipping the hassle that comes with opening a merchant account with traditional card payment provider’s
retailers that sign up with Xion Global Simply add two lines of code to their website/Dapp and it is immediately
transformed into an online store. No cumbersome KYC processes, no middlemen and no chargebacks. A quick
and simple alternative to accept payments from anywhere in the world.

Creating Customer Loyalty
The Xion Global subscription solution drives more loyal customers over longer periods of time. Blogs, apps
and online shopping can be activated with the click of a button and Xion Global works with any and all existing
platforms making the use of Xion Global seamless.
Customer records and ongoing payment processes are also tracked in a hyper-secure financially integrated
system. Payments happen instantly, creating new ways of developing customer relationships through
membership and loyalty schemes and crypto economic financial incentives. This gives merchants and
customer’s new ways to interact and engage with their favourite brands and products.
Xion Global is continuously developing and growing their offering to ensure they live by their saying “makin’
payments and rewards easy.”
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3 - THE ECOMMERCE & DEFI CASE
eCommerce has been around since before the Internet was mass-adopted with the birth of teleshopping in the
1970’s that then evolved into online shopping in 1991.
Amazon was among the first of thousands of buying and selling sites that offered products and services and
bill payments on a daily basis. eBay, Shopify, and a host of others that followed suit further redefined the way
retailers and customers shop and transact.
The eCommerce business model has now empowered any organisation, be it large or small, to become a
merchant. Business can be conducted via smartphones, tablets, or computers at any time and in any place.
Almost any product or service is transactable, from food to toys, appliances to tech, books and hotel bookings,
banking and investing, buying art or booking flights.
Like eCommerce, DeFi is very disruptive and open to multiple uses.

The Meeting of Two Disruptions
It is the intertwining network of possibilities on the Internet highway that has allowed the meeting of two
disruptions to be possible.
Whilst the ever-growing eCommerce platforms increased the conduct of new businesses under the shopping
giants, new problems naturally arose, aggravating the existing ones. A seller account, coupled with high selling
fees can cost up to 20% of total commission fees, which often ends up with the customer having to pay more.
Items then appear to be costlier than when bought from decentralized sites. When DeFi collaborates, it fixes
the problem by removing the middleman from the picture, and the cost of having them. Take the case of
PayPal, whose DeFi adoption has made millions of merchants crypto-empowered.
The move is causing a precedent that even the giants like Visa and MasterCard will soon have to give up
much of their centralized power to dictate prices and lift the financial burdens long carried by consumers and
retailers.

Customer Loyalty & Rewards Redefined
Retaining customers for repeat purchases requires an upscaling of personalization to redefine loyalty. Cuttingedge personalization is more than personal emails and algorithm-based recommendations pulled from
personal browsing histories.
Evolving tastes of predominant millennial customers are expecting a flawless shopping experience that
rewards choices and needs according to their individual tastes.
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Traditional retailers are often tied to the old ways of satisfying customers by the repetitive use of obsolete
payments systems and rewards schemes. Customers now tend to skip even discounts and rewards when
they are tasked to fill-in boxes individually for each retailer.
DeFi structures can solve this by having only one address that pools all those rewards and discounts under the
customer’s name on a single signing from the shopping platform where the retailers belong.
It will also save both customers and retailers from fraud. A fragmented eCommerce ecosystem can hurt
retailers with chargebacks, which, The Nilson Report of 2019 found that $32 billion was lost in 2019 alone
due to card fraud.

4 - PROBLEM STATEMENT
Current payment platforms and rewards programs are increasingly difficult for Merchants to onboard and can
be restricted by location, age or turnover. Additionally, high transaction fees, chargebacks and cross-border
fees make it substantially harder for the average retailer to get started online and turn a profit.
•

Time to market (7-30 Days)

•

Merchant underwriting processes (GEO Limited / Rejected Accounts / Funds Locked)

•

Nonexistent global rewards programs for large scale online purchasing

•

Chargebacks, Monthly Fees & Intermediaries

•

Centralized authorities (Control of data / Privacy / Funds)

5 - SOLUTION OVERVIEW
The exciting thing about blockchain technology in e-Commerce is that it is beneficial to both retailers and
buyers. It offers convenient solutions to cyber threats and financial security concerns. It also reduces the
expenses spent on inventory management and payment processing as explained below.

Cost Reduction
With Xion Global, e-Commerce businesses can conveniently combine inventory management, payments
processing rewards & loyalty programs, product descriptions and images with other business activities on
a single platform. In return, they will spend less on maintaining systems that facilitate these activities
or hiring IT support staff to maintain the systems. The usage of cryptocurrencies on the platform, such as
DAI & xDAI, eliminates fees that banking institutions would otherwise charge for facilitating transactions.
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Cyber Threats
Most online retailers experience difficulties when trying to keep up with their competition and rising customer
expectations. Besides these challenges, they are also at risk of losing customers’ data and money due to
cyber-attacks. Xion Global’ s blockchain solution is perfect for solving the challenges that online retailers face.
The technology offers the highest level of security in form of distributed ledgers for e-commerce database
management systems.

Fast Transactions
Through blockchain platforms such as Xion Global, customers of e-Commerce sites get to make fast online
payments. Unlike in the past when buyers used to wait for several hours or days to make the payments, Xion
Global offers customers the convenience they need when shopping online. In this case, they can have their
products shipped after making the required payments.

Boosting Trade in Third-world Countries
Blockchain technologies are also offering third-world countries a chance to trade online. Through DAI/xDAI
peer-to-peer system, consumers in these countries don’t require a middleman to process their payment
requests. Furthermore, this opens doors for online retailers to make use of the consumer markets in
developing countries.
•

Time to market (Immediate)

•

Instant merchant approval (Globally)

•

Global rewards & loyalty program

•

No chargebacks and no monthly fees

•

Increased security on data & funds (Distributed Ledger)

•

Decentralized (Own your data)

6 - HOW BLOCKCHAIN WILL BENEFIT E-COMMERCE
Blockchain technologies and e-Commerce sites are forming an economic ecosystem that is viable to both
consumers and online retailers. As online retailers are rapidly adopting the distributed ledger technology in
their business processes, they realize new ways of serving their customers. Blockchains offer them an effective
way of improving their customer experience. Here are other opportunities that blockchain technologies will
create in the e-commerce market.
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Smart Contracts
Smart contracts act as computer programs capable of automating certain tasks based on preset rules. Since
blockchains are instrumental in storing them, smart contracts can also automate e-Commerce-related
processes. They can grow an e-Commerce enterprise by cutting down on costs needed to hire staff to carry
out tasks that computer programs can automate. Smart contracts can also facilitate inventory management.
This means that online retailers can manage the control of inventory items.

Easy to Access Receipts and Warranties
Blockchain technology also provides online retailers and their customers the convenience of storing receipts
and warranties of products. When making online purchases, one of the challenges that buyers face is losing
paper receipts. At times, buyers also experience frustration when trying to prove the warranty coverage of
certain purchased products. Thanks to blockchains, buyers and retailers will be able to access receipts and
warranty data and validate proof of ownership easily.

Paying Content Creators
Content creators play a crucial role in developing e-Commerce sites, and their efforts shouldn’t go unnoticed.
One of the exciting things that blockchain technology has in store for e-Commerce sites in the future involves
paying content creators. This means that content curators will be earning digital tokens each time they create
and post appealing content on these sites’ courtesy of blockchains. Online retailers will use digital wallets to
pay them. Digital wallets support cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and allow users to convert the digital tokens
to their preferred currencies.

Loyalty Programs and Personal Offers
When online retailers adopt blockchain technologies in their business processes, they can easily issue
redeemable reward points to their clients whenever they hit certain spending thresholds. Online retailers can
also make these reward points redeemable across different e-commerce sites.
Clients can also benefit from personalized offers and discounts that the retailers offer thanks to blockchain
technology. E-commerce enterprises can use these loyalty programs to attract more customers and expand
their product reach.
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Supply Chain Monitoring
With a reliable supply chain, online stores can achieve their desired business goals. This is because supply
chains enable store operators to know the stocks that are in the pipeline and when they should arrive. Supply
chains also help store operators to verify the type of products that vendors are supplying to them. When these
operators use blockchain to monitor the supply chain, they can prevent vendors from substituting certain
products and foster transparency throughout the endeavor.

Generating Genuine Reviews
Online store operators can rely on blockchain technology to verify the reviews on their products or services.
There are increasing concerns regarding the legitimacy of some product and service reviews found on the
internet. The reputation of an enterprise relies on how legitimate its reviews appear thus the need for
e-Commerce sites to use blockchain technology in the future.

Final Thoughts
Merchandisers from different parts of the world are turning to e-Commerce as a storefront for their business
endeavors. Blockchains are acting as the backbone of online sales and payments. Besides being faster and
cheaper, blockchains facilitate all activities that current commerce systems allow. Since the future is imminent,
we can only democratize the economy by making finances and commerce more transparent. Blockchain
technology seeks to capture the power of financial institutions to allow people to have control over their
transactions.

7 - WHY CUSTOMERS PARTICIPATE IN REWARDS PROGRAMS
Did you know 61% of retailers cite customer retention as their biggest obstacle and a 5% increase in customer
loyalty can increase the average profit per customer by 25% – 100%. Around 58% of respondents buy from
these stores and brands whose loyalty programs they belong to at least once a month.
69% of consumers say choice of retailer is influenced by where they can earn customer loyalty/rewards
program points whereas 57.4% of consumers join loyalty programs to save money, 37.5% to receive rewards.
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Stats on why consumers participate in rewards and loyalty programs:

64%

of retailers say their loyalty/rewards program is the best way to connect with consumers

50%

of consumers changed their behavior to reach a higher tier within a loyalty program

10x

On average, loyal customers are worth up to 10x as much as their first purchase.

67%

The average repeat customer spends 67% more in their 31st to 36th months of their
relationship with a business than in months 0-6.

49%

of consumers agree they spend more after having joined a loyalty program

76%

of consumers think that loyalty programs are a part of their relationship with brands

83%

said loyalty programs make them more likely to continue doing business with certain

74%

of travel customers surveyed have made purchasing decisions based on travel reward

67%

of customers said surprise gifts are very important for loyalty programs

55%

of millennials claim to be more brand loyal today, compared to 39% of consumers in the

companies.

programs.

35-and-older group
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- TECHNOLOGIES

1 - DeFi SMART CONTRACTS
Xion Finance is driven by smart contracts running on the xDai chain, Ethereum Mainnet & BSC chain - powering
the whole Xion ecosystem. We embrace the ethos of decentralization and want to be as transparent as
possible. You can find the code of our smart contracts in our GitHub repository.

Xion Global Token - XGT
The native digital cryptographically-secured token of Xion Global, Xion Global Token (XGT) is a transferable
representation of attributed governance and utility functions specified in the protocol/code of Xion Global, and
which is designed to be used solely as an interoperable utility token on the platform.
XGT will be issued as a standard ERC20 token based on the OpenZeppelin contracts. It combines the classic
features of ERC20 tokens while combining some advanced mechanisms that we introduced. There is a fixed
supply of 1,000,000,000 XGT.
The following features were added on top:
•

Protection against sending tokens to the token address itself, e.g.:

•

require (recipient != address(this), “XGT-CANT-TRANSFER-TO-CONTRACT”);

•

A function that locks XGT for our subscription contract (we intend to lock a certain amount of XGT for
the duration of the liquidity pools)

•

Native and cost-efficient swaps between Ethereum Mainnet

•

Two functions facilitating transfers between Mainnet & the xDai Chain via the Arbitrary Message Bridge

•

Custom bridges for the Binance smart chain & the xDAI to seamlessly move between pools on different chains

Upgradability features:
•

The token + vesting contracts are not upgradeable

•

The “token outposts” (which are the token contracts on other networks) are upgradeable, which they
need to be since we need to be able to react if e.g. the bridge contracts by xdai or so change

•

The rewards chest contract is upgradeable (since we want to be able to introduce new loyalty, e-commerce features etc.)

•

The individual modules of the rewards chest are not upgradeable

View Xion’s smart contracts on Github:
https://github.com/xion-global/xionfinance_smartcontract
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xDAI-XGT Liquidity Pool:

Lending Protocols(Earn Incentives):
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2 - DEFI MODEL
Xion Global Finance - One-Click-To-DeFi
A cross-chain liquidity protocol on the xDAI, Binance Smart Chain and Ethereum mainnet. Benefiting XGT
holders with low-cost swaps, attractive liquidity mining, lending and purchasing power to shop online. Various
custom bridges have also been built to seamlessly move XGT between chains, for less than a few cents and to
provide liquidity to all different pools.

XGT Cross-Chain Token
XGT is also one of the first real cross-chain tokens, making use of the Ethereum main net, Binance Smart Chain
(BSC) and xDAI chain at the same time! The traditional token functionalities (buy, sell, transfer) and platformspecific functionalities in the Xion platform will be implemented on the xDAI chain in order to save gas fees and
allow a smooth UX.
Anyone holding XGT on the xDAI chain (through promotional or sliquidity) can make use of them on the Xion
platform for discounts etc. Users are also free to transfer them to the Ethereum main net or BSC at any time,
if they wish to participate in the general public market.
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2.1 - LIQUIDITY INCENTIVES
We want to allow any user to deposit their DAI into the pools in order to provide liquidity, and to generate XGT.
DAI or XGT may be used to make purchases through any of Xion’s Merchants. They can also be used to sell
them, hold them, or to provide liquidity to the Xion liquidity pool. When a user deposits DAI into the Xion pools,
the liquidity will be automatically re-deployed to interest-bearing tokens like Compound’s cDAI.
The accrued interest, (minus a 2.5% fee that goes to Xion Global,) belongs to the user. As long as users are
utilising the services on Xion Global for various transactions, they will be rewarded with XGT. The amount of
XGT rewarded is proportional to the usage of the platform.
Since we want to encourage growth of the platform and the usage of XGT, early users will be entitled to high
levels of XGT incentives in comparison to users which join late. This will be implemented via a bonding curve.
The XGT generation rate is anti-proportional to the amount of DAI that being deposited. This way, if there will
be a time where fewer users are participating in the future, new users will be rewarded with comparatively
larger amounts of XGT again to grow the user base.
As we want to make user onboarding as easy as possible, especially for customers, we will facilitate the
generation of XGT tokens on the xDAI chain, where they can directly be used for discounts. Users who want to
retrieve the XGT on the ETH main net to trade them can claim them without any cost.
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Technical Details
XGT generation will be on one chain only since we want to have a conditional generation rate (e.g., if only 100
DAI is deposited, the XGT rewards will be a lot higher than it would be the case if 1.000.000 DAI were deposited).). This
would be impossible if contracts on both chains are generating XGT. Since we also want non-blockchain users
to have a smooth UX, and most of them want their XGT to use them for purchases, discounts, etc., we need to
XGT on the same chain as the subscription contracts - xDAI. For other users who just want to receive XGT, it’s
also irrelevant since the gas cost on xDAI is so low Xion can pay the withdrawal to main net for users.
Technically this will also be using the arbitrary message bridge, as we signal the XGI controller contract on
the xDAI side, that a user now staked x amount of DAI on main net and XGT incentives will be awarded. The
same will be done once users want to withdraw their DAI: we signal to the controller contract that the XGT
generation stops and a withdrawal is initiated. We can then go ahead and directly withdraw any XGT to main
net.
For a merchant who wants to hold their revenue on the platform and participate in the DAI pool, we use the
following flow:
Automatically withdraw xDAI to DAI, the receiver will be the Xion backend wallet (the one that has the buffer DAI/
xDAI, we use the Xion buffer mechanism here as well) Via the AMB, we transfer the same amount of DAI from the
Xion backend wallet on main net to the XGT controller contract, depositing this amount of DAI for the user.
Since we are providing this service, an extra 1% of merchants’ incentives earned will be directed towards Xion
in comparison to regular liquidity deposits (2.5%), to cover the costs for Xion. Therefore, merchants who wish to
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deploy their revenue directly into the liquidity pool will be charged a 3.5% fee + any gas fees required for such
action. Their revenue will only be deposited every USD100 worth of sales.
The conditional generation rate can be implemented in multiple ways, depending on the goals that we are
aiming for. Generally, it works like this: Every time someone deposits DAI and starts a new XGT generation
(or changes anything about their current XGT generation), the smart contract checks how much DAI is currently
deposited. Depending on this amount, it decides whether the generation rate has to be updated or not (e.g., a
certain threshold has been reached to lower or raise the rate).
As the generation happens asynchronously (due to the nature of blockchain), we can only really “give” users their
XGT once they interact with the contract (or the backend does in their name). It would be too expensive/complex
to call the contract for a user every couple of minutes from the backend. What happens on a technical side is,
that once the user (or the backend) calls the contract, it calculates how much time has passed since the last call
and thus calculates how much XGT the user will now receive.
We will store the current generation rate at the time of depositing and keep it on a user level.
We will work with a base-rate and an adjustment modifier, e.g.:
Base Rate = 1.64 XGT per day
Adjustment Mod.: 35% increased generation rate due to being an early bird.

Withdraw & Purchasing DAI/xDAI
Withdrawing funds from your wallet can be done directly through Xion’s DeFi Web Wallet Withdraw page.
Offering the ability for global withdrawals to bank accounts or external wallets (Metamask, Torus etc.). Bank
account withdrawals and DAI exchanges are performed by our partner Sendwyre. Purchasing DAI is also
performed through the SendWyre widget, whereas purchasing xDAI directly is done via the embedded xDAI
ramp. Users will be subject to SendWyre/xDAI ramp fees when purchasing or withdrawing their funds. Xion
does not take any fee when purchasing or withdrawing DAI/xDAI.

Meta TXs
In order to allow users to participate in the Xion platform without needing to hold Ether to pay for gas, we allow
certain actions to be facilitated via a signature only. As we initially only want the “Deposit DAI to add to the
liquidity pool” and “Withdraw DAI from the liquidity pool” to be using this system, as the rest will probably be
used by crypto users who already have ETH, we are using our own solution for this.
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The deposit works like this:
•

User has 105 DAI in their wallet (e.g., from SendWyre)

•

User signs a DAI permit (only once since this will give us the permission to withdraw their DAI forever)

•

User signs the Deposit Action Request

•

The XION backend calls the main net smart contract which takes as the input:

•

The signed DAI permit (if the user hasn’t already done this before)

•

The signed Deposit Action Request

•

The smart contract calculates how much the backend will pay for this transaction to go through and
deduct the amount in DAI from the 105 DAI, for this example let’s assume that this is 5 DAI

•

5 DAI will be sent to the Xion backend wallet as a gas refund

•

100 DAI will be deposited for the user

•

The user will receive the equivalent amount of XGT that they were deducted for gas, in this case
5 DAI (so roughly 250 XGT)

The withdraw will work like this:
•

User has 100 DAI deposited to provide liquidity

•

User signs Withdraw Deposit Request on the frontend

•

The XION backend calls the main net smart contract which takes as the input:

•

The signed Withdraw Deposit Request

•

The smart contract calculates how much the backend will pay for this transaction to go through and
deduct the amount in DAI from the 100 DAI, for this example let’s assume that this is 5 DAI

•

5 DAI will be sent to the Xion backend wallet as a gas refund

•

95 DAI will be sent back to the user

•

The user will receive the equivalent amount of XGT that they were deducted for gas, in this case
5 DAI (so roughly 250 XGT)

The rate of the XGT generation is bound to the time where a user deposited. So, if a user deposits 100 DAI
when the rate is 30% increased and later on adds another 500 DAI at a time when the rate is only increased by
10%, this won’t influence the first deposit. In this case, the user will still have 100 DAI at 30% and 500 DAI at
10% deposited. Withdraws work according to the LIFO principle (last in, first out).
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2.2 - LIQUIDITY POOL
In order to promote adoption of XGT and allow it to be readily purchasable for platform functions, it needs to be
tradeable with other assets, preferably to a comparatively stable token like xDAI. In order to do this, we have
created a XGT <> xDAI, XGT <> BNB & XGT <> ETH liquidity pools, where anyone can provide liquidity and trade
xDAI, BNB or ETH with XGT and vice versa. Xion uses the Uniswap contracts since they are open source and the
most battle-tested ones (so users will probably trust them).
Also, they are quite gas efficient. We will implement a 0.3% fee to be deducted from every trade that happens
through this pool. The initial liquidity provision is important since it defines the initial price. This will be done by
the Xion Global team to allow the first users to interact with the system. The token itself won’t be restricted
to these pools, so users are free to open their own pools on Uniswap, once enough traction has been reached.
Any liquidity provider can withdraw their shares of the pool at any time, at which time they will also receive
their share of up to 0.3% of trading fees that have been accrued while they were part of the pool.

2.3 - XGT EXPLAINED
Utilities of the XGT
XGT is a non-refundable functional utility token which will be used as the medium of exchange between
participants on Xion Global in a decentralised manner. The goal of introducing XGT is to provide a convenient
and secure mode of payment and settlement between participants who interact within the ecosystem on
Xion Global, and it is not, and not intended to be, a medium of exchange accepted by the public (or a section
of the public) as payment for goods or services or for the discharge of a debt; nor is it designed or intended
to be used by any person as payment for any goods or services whatsoever that are not exclusively provided
by the issuer.
XGT does not in any way represent any shareholding, participation, right, title, or interest in
the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, or any other company, enterprise or undertaking,
nor will XGT entitle token holders to any promise of fees, dividends, revenue, profits or investment returns,
and are not intended to constitute securities in Singapore or any relevant jurisdiction. XGT may only be
utilised on Xion Global, and ownership of XGT carries no rights, express or implied, other than the right to
use XGT as a means to enable usage of and interaction within Xion Global.
By spending XGT, users of Xion Global would be able to benefit from low-cost swaps, attractive liquidity
mining and lending across different chains and purchasing power to shop online. XGT has multiple utility
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functions within the ecosystem. XGT also provides the economic incentives which will be distributed to
encourage users to contribute to and maintain the ecosystem on Xion Global, thereby creating a win-win
system where every participant is fairly compensated for its efforts. XGT is an integral and indispensable
part of Xion Global, because without XGT, there would be no incentive for users to expend resources to
participate in activities or provide services for the benefit of the entire ecosystem on Xion Global. Given that
additional XGT will be awarded to a user based only on its actual usage, activity and contribution on Xion
Global, users of Xion Global and/or holders of XGT which did not actively participate will not receive any
XGT incentives.
In order to promote adoption of XGT and allow it to be readily purchasable for platform functions, Xion
Global would create, users would need to be incentivised to play the role of liquidity providers and stake their
digital assets into the decentralised pools to provide the necessary liquidity for transactions. As compensation
for opportunity costs, these liquidity providers which help to promote adoption of Xion Global by staking or
including assets to liquidity pools in exchange for pool tokens would be rewarded with XGT tokens (i.e. “liquidity
mining”), according to each user’s relative contribution after various adjustment and correction parameters.
Users who are using the platform may obtain some XGT (either through depositing DAI/xDAI, through marketing
promotions, or via swapping to XGT directly) in order to spend to receive discounts on their purchases. The
marketplaces’ merchants will also be incentivized to deposit their DAI/xDAI, (which they accrue through their
sales) into the liquidity pools.
XGT would also allow holders to propose and vote on on-chain governance proposals to determine future
features of Xion Global (the right to vote is restricted solely to voting on features of Xion Global; it does not entitle XGT
holders to vote on the operation and management of the Company, its affiliates, or their assets or the disposition of such
assets to token holders, and does not constitute any equity interest in any of these entities, and the arrangement is not
intended to be any form of joint venture or partnership).
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2.4 - DeFi RoadMap
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GLOBAL

- REWARDS

1 - CASHBACK REWARDS
We believe that shopping online should be exciting and you should be rewarded for it beyond any traditional
rewards systems out there. So, the Xion team has set out to make this a reality.

Rewards Explained
To incentivise usage of Xion Global, for single billing purchases, users may be eligible to receive a cashback in
XGT, so if they buy something for 9.95 DAI, they may receive some portion of XGT as a cashback (depending on
the current value of XGT).
Users may also be eligible to receive their transaction/gas fees back in XGT as a cashback.
The cashback amount (in percent) will also be coupled with the XGT generation rate, thus it will decline over
time, as more users are onboarded.
For example, the cashback amount will be 100% in the beginning for every purchase. As soon as 100.000 users
have received their cashback, it will gradually start declining to 25%. It won’t go lower than this but might go up
if there are less active users on the platform in the future.

Cashback Token Bonding Curve
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Utilities of the XGT
Cashback Levels
There are 5 levels of the cashback reward program to encourage early adoption. Every level, which depends on
the total number of users who are participating, more XGT is unlocked and distributed as cashback rewards.
The only way to unlock more cashback levels, is to increase the liquidity in the Xion liquidity pool. For example:
once Xion’s liquidity pool has $7.5m dollars from users having interacted with the platform and deposited DAI
into the pool, the second level of cashback rewards will be unlocked and $7.5m dollars will be available to the
first 40k shoppers. Now bob can purchase a PS5, get a cashback in XGT and apply this towards his second
purchase.
The levels are as follows:
LEVEL 1

2.5m

$

20k shoppers

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

7.5m

$

40k shoppers

$

10.5m

60k shoppers

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 4
$

30m

80k shoppers

50m

$

100k shoppers

If the Xion liquidity pool reduces and all the XGT has been issued for example level 1. Then, the cashback
rewards will be locked until there is enough liquidity to unlock the next level. Once 100k shoppers have been
collectively issued $50m worth of XGT cashback rewards, another wave of rewards will be introduced (but the
initial 7.5m dollars cashback reward which has been exhausted will not be re-introduced). However, the next 5 levels
will be at a considerably lower cashback rewards percentage as it is tied to the bonding curve.
A mini token lock will also be implemented for cash back rewards, in order to prevent users from manipulating
the system. When locked users will only be able to either add their XGT to one of the liquidity pools or wait to
spend their XGT on a product.

2 - LOYALTY PROGRAM
To improve customer churn via subscription-based models Xion set out to build a world changing loyalty
program for Merchants to offer their consumers cumulative savings on recurring products/services. This
means that B2B/B2C and vice versa are rewarded for staying committed for longer.
For subscriptions (where the merchant has opted-in), Xion Global users purchasing from that merchant are able to
receive from the merchant a certain discount on their purchase price, which they unlock after they are holding
a certain amount of XGT. The corresponding amount of XGT will be deducted from them if they complete the
purchase.
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As described above, the various incentive programs to promote adoption means that users may also be eligible
to receive the XGT equivalent of their paid transaction/gas fee back.
Cumulative Loyalty Program Structure:

3 - SPENDING XGT REWARDS
To drive the demand for XGT and repeat purchases for merchants, customers can pay for their products by
spending XGT. This process can be applied to a situation such as this: customer purchases a product with DAI,
gets cashback in XGT and returns to purchase another product by spending the XGT they were just rewarded.
There is a 0% transaction fee when purchasing products, services or subscriptions with XGT and a 1% lock
rate (to prevent abusive or malicious behaviour). When XGT is locked, users will only be able to either add their
XGT to one of the liquidity pools or wait to spend their XGT on a product.
With this model, merchants should consider marking up their products by 1% to accommodate the 1% lock rate.

4 - CHECKOUT BUTTONS
Create customizable checkout buttons to start accepting international payments. This is where merchants are
essentially creating their product, service or subscriptions that they would like to sell. They are fully responsive
and contain multiple variants to increase the conversion rates on a merchant’s online store. Merchants
can upsell products across different domains and subdomains using the Xion follow-up checkout buttons.
Furthermore, this is where a merchant would activate the Xion loyalty program on any of his/her recurring
billing billing products.
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Now once a merchant’s checkout button is ready, they copy and paste the JavaScript (once off) into either the
header or footer of their website and each unique HTML code onto the relevant product page. Every HTML
code is unique for every checkout button. A product ID is associated to each individual checkout button, in order
to execute customer transactions to the correct merchant wallet.
Product ID’s are also used to establish which products belong to which merchants, to display the correct data
in the Xion hosted checkout and platform. Furthermore, main and follow up checkout buttons are linked with
product ID’s, so that customers can easily add similar and higher priced items to cart before checking out.
It’s a simple and cost-effective process to add several international payment methods to your online store.
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5 - HOSTED CHECKOUT
The Xion hosted checkout uses Torus and external wallets for a simple and seamless transition from a web2.0
to web3.0 environment. Where anyone, anywhere in the world can create a digital shopping wallet in just 1
click. There are no geographical or industry limitations. xDAI transactions happen in real-time, so you get paid
immediately from anywhere in the world.
Put it this way, if Stripe and Coinbase had a baby, this is what it would look like. Using Xion’s payment gateway,
Merchants receive payment in the xDAI cryptocurrency stable coin for ultralow fees, stability, speed and
transparency. xDAI is pegged 1 to 1 to the USD (1 xDAI = 1 USD), so you don’t have to worry about any volatility.
Using xDAI means there are no chargebacks to eliminate fraud, no middlemen, to put you in control of your
funds and to allow a direct linkage of consumption between you and your customers. Additionally, there are 0%
transaction fees with any payment.
Consumers can purchase nearly any product, service or subscription using 5 different payment methods:
debit/credit card, Apple Pay, DAI/xDAI/BNB, QR code or XGT rewards.
The Process:

When a consumer uses their debit/credit card or Apple Pay to purchase a product, they are essentially purchasing
the DAI stable coin through Sendwyre’s white label API. This DAI will be sent to the Xion Global coverage wallet
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and an equivalent xDAI will be deposited into our xDAI smart contract under the users’ wallet address. Once
deposited, an additional transaction will be executed to send the remaining xDAI to the merchants’ wallet.
If a consumer wishes to pay using their own crypto wallet (e.g., Metamask), they will be prompted to sign a
transaction (permit function if recurring) and therefore pay a gas fee to send their DAI or xDAI or BNB to the Xion
Global coverage wallet.
The same deposit/subscribe process will also be initiated in our xDAI smart contract, except their crypto wallet
address will be linked to their Torus/Xion wallet. However, if a consumer wishes to pay for a product using their
XGT rewards. Then, their XGT will be deposited directly into the xDAI smart contract. 1% will be burnt and the
remaining XGT will be sent to the merchant. Consumers will only need to approve transactions when paying
with either XGT or their own crypto wallet. They also might be eligible to receive cashback in XGT for gas fees
paid through Sendwyre. Additionally, XGT cashback rewards are only issued to users when they pay with any
payment method besides XGT.
We will soon allow merchants to select what crypto they would like to receive and add additional crypto
payment options with an automatic stable coin conversion (if needed).

View key metrics on your online store to improve your business processes
Merchants xDAI/DAI, BNB and XGT blockchain transactions are coupled with actions taken in the Xion platform
and the Xion hosted checkout, to view metrics on their business. From selecting specific dates to analyze sales
over time, to customer lifetime value, retention rates, customers by country, revenue and more. An easy way
to get key metrics of your decentralized online business.
Hosted Checkout Shown Below:
YOUR PROGRESS

YOUR PROGRESS

SIGN IN

SHIPPING

PAYMENT

YOUR PROGRESS

SIGN IN

SHIPPING

PAYMENT

YOUR PROGRESS

SIGN IN

SHIPPING

PAYMENT

SHOPPING CART

SIGN IN

SHIPPING

PAYMENT

500 XGT

$20.00

Hide order summary
1 x 30pc Lures
Subtotal

$20

CONTACT DETAILS

$20

Name

Shipping

Calculated at next step

Cashback

Calculated at next step

TOTAL

$20.00

Logout

$1000

REWARDS BALANCE

Surname
Surname...

Name...
Email Address

SHOPPING CART

$20.00

1 X 30pc Lures

Email Address...

$0.00
$0.21
$0/0 XGT

SHIPPING

Transaction Fee

Phone Number

Cashback Locked

+ 1 201 - 555 - 0123

$20.21

TOTAL

COMPLETE YOUR PURCHASE

SHIPPING ADDRESS

Earn up to 100% cashback on all purchases

Same as billing address

ENTER YOUR EMAIL TO CHECKOUT

CHECKOUT

SUBMIT

or

Enter your phone number to checkout
or

Checkout with Google

SUBMIT

Country...

State / Province
State / Province...
Postal Code / Zip Code

City
City...

Postal Code / Zip Code...

YOUR CONTACT DETAILS & BILLING ADDRESS MUST BE THE SAME AS ON YOUR BANK CARD/ACCOUNT

Terms and Conditions I Privacy Policy

YOU’RE AWESOME!

WE ARE PROCESSING YOUR ORDER:
1x 30pc Luress
1x Free Gift

Card Number - PrePaid cards are not supported
Card Number...

Expiry Date
MM/YYYY

CVC

Or Use

000

Cashback Earned: $1000/500 XGT

PAY WITH CREDIT/DEBIT CARD
CONTINUE TO PAYMENT

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER

YOU WILL RECEIVE AN EMAIL CONFIRMATION SHORTLY

Name on Card...

Street Address...
Country

ENTER YOUR PHONE NUMBER TO CHECKOUT

< Return to shipping

Name on Card

Street Address

Enter your email address to checkout

500 XGT

$1000

REWARDS BALANCE

PAY WITH REWARDS
PAY WITH CRYPTO

EMAIL

{merchant email},{merchant email}
FOR ANY ORDER ENQUIRIES

MANAGE MY ORDERS

BY PURCHASING YOU AGREE TO XION GLOBALÕSTERMS & CONDITIONS & PRIVACY POLICY

YOUR CONTACT DETAILS & BILLING ADDRESS MUST BE THE SAME AS ON YOUR BANK CARD/ACCOUNT
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6 - MANAGEMENT TOOLS
Manage any online store, orders or subscriptions with Xion’s simple and intuitive merchant dashboard.
All actions taken within the Xion platform are run on the xDAI chain for incredibly low gas fees, speed and
transparency. Running the Xion platform on the Ethereum main net would be unsustainable due to congestion
and high gas fees.

View key metrics on your online store to improve your business processes
Merchants xDAI/DAI and XGT blockchain transactions are coupled with actions taken in the Xion platform and
the Xion hosted checkout, to view metrics on their business. From selecting specific dates to analyze sales
over time, to customer lifetime value, retention rates, customers by country, revenue and more. An easy way
to get key metrics of your decentralized online business.

Manage orders, customers and checkout buttons
Blockchain transactions executed from merchants’ customers, are grouped together in a downloadable excel
file for an instant oversight into successful, failed or pending purchases. The excel file will also contain all the
customers shipping addresses, contact details, subscription statuses and various other details to easily fulfill
orders. The equivalent USD amount for each product purchased, is displayed throughout the management
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dashboard and excel files. This accommodates traditional merchants who have little to no knowledge on
blockchain/crypto. Any actions taken within the management dashboard, such as: pausing, activating, archiving
or restoring products/subscription will immediately affect the HTML/JavaScript checkout buttons integrated
into merchants’ websites, as well as customers’ orders, loyalty and transaction status.

Built-in messenger
Using the built-in messenger, you can talk to clients to directly resolve disputes, send offers and create custom
groups to start topic discussions. Users who wish to remain anonymous by only displaying their wallet address
when messaging peers and businesses, can simply refrain from entering in their profile details in the Xion
platform.

Manage business/consumer orders and subscriptions
As a merchant or customer, you can purchase any products, services or subscriptions and manage them in one
place. This includes: viewing upcoming billing dates, exporting transactions, subscribing, pausing, unsubscribing
or activating subscriptions. All actions taken in management and my orders are directly linked to one another.
This is to immediately reflect the change a merchant or customer has made on their product/subscription. A
sophisticated mechanism is used to determine what email, transaction, action or response should be executed
to provide a user-friendly experience.

7 - UNIVERSAL WALLET
In the Xion hosted checkout, platform or DeFi dapp, customers can create a universal shopping account using:
Facebook, Google, Reddit, Twitch, Discord, Email or SMS. Once created, they immediately have a digital wallet
(Torus) to purchase products off any store that uses Xion’s hosted checkout. Making the checkout process
quicker than ever before through a one-click login for Xion’s web 3.0 hosted checkout.
This digital wallet creation has been made available through the distributed key generation as a service, offered
by Torus. The universal wallet will allow users to login to all three of Xion’s dapps. All which will display user’s
wallet amounts in DAI/xDAI, BNB and XGT. This universal wallet (Torus) is also required to receive cashback
rewards, subscription loyalty programs and to be able to spend XGT on products.
It is the easiest way to transition into a web3.0 shopping experience without prior blockchain or cryptocurrency
knowledge. You can also use an external wallet to create your Xion account to pay with DAI, xDAI, BNB or XGT
and receive rewards.
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A user would simply login with their wallet and then sign a transaction to pay for their product, service or
subscription. Wallets that are supported are as follows: Metamask, Fortmatic, Authereum, Torus, Wallet
connect. One purchase off any store and customers don’t need to enter in their contact, shipping or banking
details ever again.
Xion’s secure AWS servers and PCI compliant partners, will populate sensitive data to allow customers to
complete their purchase in a timely manner. No dapp download required and available on mobile and desktop.
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GLOBAL

- PROCESS FLOW

PAYMENTS
This is a brief illustration of how the Xion platform, hosted checkout and other mechanisms interact with the
Xion xDAI smart contract and DAI smart contract. This excludes the specific functionality in the Xion platform
and Binance Smart chain interactions.
All transactions have a 0% transaction fee and any XGT used as payment will encounter a 1% lock rate (security
deposit). The loyalty program calculations are also performed within this flow, for every recurring billing
transaction. In order to deduct the exact amount of XGT from a customer, to issue the cumulative discount rate.
A buffer and rebalance mechanism are also being used for the Xion coverage AWS/KMS wallet, to trigger either
DAI or xDAI transactions to/from the bridge for depositing and subscribing customers when products, services
or subscriptions are purchased. The Xion hot wallet is used for a variety of reasons.
One of the unique use cases is to issue cashback rewards when products are purchased through the hosted
checkout. The hot wallet was created within AWS using the key management service (KMS). This stores key
pairs, to create a safe and secure way to interact with Xion’s smart contracts and servers to only accept signing
transactions from our own servers.
Ensuring a much higher level of security, than just storing a hot wallet private key on elastic beanstalk to sign
transactions on user’s behalf. Furthermore, cron jobs in Golang are used to check customer balances, retry
transactions and various other features in order for the Xion xDAI smart contract to execute certain triggers
and events.
Transactional and user data is also synced between all the different Xion apps to present the relevant metrics
in the Xion platform and allow merchants/customers to perform certain actions such as: pausing, activating,
unsubscribing, viewing transaction etc.
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GLOBAL

- TOKEN METRICS
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GLOBAL

- UPCOMING FEATURES PLANNED
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GLOBAL

- TEAM

Y

• 10+ years in marketing
• Built 1M+ FB Online Communities
• Award for 500 000 online sales USA

Y

• 8 years in e-commerce
• Well-versed in subscription gateways
• Logistics management

T
R

• UI/UX Customer Centric Design
• Communication design (b tech degree)
• 15+ years in marketing/advertising
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GLOBAL

- INTERNAL POLICIES

NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS “NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER” SECTION CAREFULLY. NOTHING HEREIN
CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL,
FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN CONNECTION
HEREWITH. NEITHER MERCX GROUP LIMITED (THE COMPANY), ANY OF THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS (THE
XION TEAM) WHO HAVE WORKED ON XION GLOBAL (AS DEFINED HEREIN) OR PROJECT TO DEVELOP XION
GLOBAL IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER, ANY DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF XGT TOKENS (THE DISTRIBUTOR),
NOR ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS
WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER IN CONNECTION WITH ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE
AT HTTPS://WWW.XION.GLOBAL/ (THE WEBSITE) OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY
THE COMPANY.
Project purpose: You agree that you are acquiring XGT to participate in Xion Global and to obtain services on the ecosystem thereon. The Company, the Distributor and their respective
affiliates would develop and contribute to the underlying source code for Xion Global. The Company is acting solely as an arms’ length third party in relation to the XGT distribution, and
not in the capacity as a financial advisor or fiduciary of any person with regard to the distribution of XGT.
Nature of the Whitepaper: The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general informational purposes only and do not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an offer of
securities, a solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any product, item, or asset (whether digital or otherwise). The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply
any element of a contractual relationship. There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported
to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Where the Whitepaper or the Website includes information that has been obtained from third party sources, the
Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates and/or the Xion team have not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of such information. Further, you acknowledge
that circumstances may change and that the Whitepaper or the Website may become outdated as a result; and neither the Company nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update
or correct this document in connection therewith.
Token Documentation: Nothing in the Whitepaper or the Website constitutes any offer by the Company, the Distributor, or the Xion team to sell any XGT (as defined herein) nor shall it
or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. Nothing contained in the Whitepaper or the
Website is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking as to the future performance of Xion Global. The agreement between the Distributor (or any third party)
and you, in relation to any distribution or transfer of XGT, is to be governed only by the separate terms and conditions of such agreement.
The information set out in the Whitepaper and the Website is for community discussion only and is not legally binding. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal
commitment in relation to the acquisition of XGT, and no digital asset or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of the Whitepaper or the Website. The agreement for
distribution of XGT and/or continued holding of XGT shall be governed by a separate set of Terms and Conditions or Token Distribution Agreement (as the case may be) setting out
the terms of such distribution and/or continued holding of XGT (the Terms and Conditions), which shall be separately provided to you or made available on the Website. The Terms
and Conditions must be read together with the Whitepaper. In the event of any inconsistencies between the Terms and Conditions and the Whitepaper or the Website, the Terms and
Conditions shall prevail.
XGT Token: XGT are designed to be utilised, and that is the goal of the XGT distribution. In fact, the project to develop Xion Global would fail if all XGT holders simply held onto their XGT
and did nothing with it. In particular, it is highlighted that XGT:
(a)
		
(b)
		
(c)
		
		
		
		
		
(d)
		
(e)
		
(f)
		
(g)

does not have any tangible or physical manifestation, and does not have any intrinsic value (nor does any person make any representation or give any
commitment as to its value);
is non-refundable and cannot be exchanged for cash (or its equivalent value in any other digital asset) or any payment obligation by the Company, the
Distributor or any of their respective affiliates;
does not represent or confer on the token holder any right of any form with respect to the Company, the Distributor (or any of their respective affiliates),
or its revenues or assets, including without limitation any right to receive future dividends, revenue, shares, ownership right or stake, share or security,
any voting, distribution, redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including all forms of intellectual property or licence rights), right to receive accounts,
financial statements or other financial data, the right to requisition or participate in shareholder meetings, the right to nominate a director, or other
financial or legal rights or equivalent rights, or intellectual property rights or any other form of participation in or relating to Xion Global, the Company, the
Distributor and/or their service providers;
is not intended to represent any rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which is to
secure a profit or avoid a loss;
is not intended to be a representation of money (including electronic money), security, commodity, bond, debt instrument, unit in a collective investment
scheme or any other kind of financial instrument or investment;
is not a loan to the Company, the Distributor or any of their respective affiliates, is not intended to represent a debt owed by the Company, the Distributor
or any of their respective affiliates, and there is no expectation of profit; and
does not provide the token holder with any ownership or other interest in the Company, the Distributor or any of their respective affiliates.
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Notwithstanding the XGT distribution, users have no economic or legal right over or beneficial interest in the assets of the Company, the Distributor, or any of their affiliates after the
token distribution.
To the extent a secondary market or exchange for trading XGT does develop, it would be run and operated wholly independently of the Company, the Distributor, the distribution of XGT
and Xion Global. Neither the Company nor the Distributor will create such secondary markets nor will either entity act as an exchange for XGT.
You acknowledge and agree that there are numerous risks associated with acquiring XGT, holding XGT, and using XGT for participation in Xion Global. In the worst scenario, this could
lead to the loss of all or part of XGT held. IF YOU DECIDE TO ACQUIRE XGT OR PARTICIPATE IN XION GLOBAL, YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE, ACCEPT AND ASSUME THE FOLLOWING
RISKS: (i) The regulatory status of Xion Global, XGT and distributed ledger technology is unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. The regulation of digital assets has become a primary
target of regulation in all major countries in the world. It is impossible to predict how, when or whether regulatory agencies may apply existing regulations or create new regulations
with respect to such technology and its applications, including XGT and/or Xion Global. Regulatory actions could negatively impact XGT and/or Xion Global in various ways. The Company,
the Distributor (or their respective affiliates) may cease operations in a jurisdiction in the event that regulatory actions, or changes to law or regulation, make it illegal to operate in such
jurisdiction, or commercially undesirable to obtain the necessary regulatory approval(s) to operate in such jurisdiction. After consulting with a wide range of legal advisors to mitigate
the legal risks as much as possible, the Company and Distributor have worked with the specialist blockchain department at Bayfront Law LLC and obtained a legal opinion on the token
distribution, and will be conducting business in accordance with the prevailing market practice; (ii) as at the date hereof, Xion Global is still under development and its design concepts,
consensus mechanisms, algorithms, codes, and other technical details and parameters may be constantly and frequently updated and changed. Although this whitepaper contains
the most current information relating to Xion Global, it is not absolutely complete and may still be adjusted and updated by the Xion team from time to time. The Xion team has no
ability and obligation to keep holders of XGT informed of every detail (including development progress and expected milestones) regarding the project to develop Xion Global, hence
insufficient information disclosure is inevitable and reasonable; (iii) Various types of decentralised applications and networks are emerging at a rapid rate, and the industry is increasingly
competitive. It is possible that alternative networks could be established that utilise the same or similar code and protocol underlying XGT and/or Xion Global and attempt to re-create
similar facilities. Xion Global may be required to compete with these alternative networks, which could negatively impact XGT and/or Xion Global, (iv) The development of Xion Global
greatly depends on the continued co-operation of the existing technical team and expert consultants, who are highly knowledgeable and experienced in their respective sectors. The
loss of any member may adversely affect Xion Global or its future development. Further, stability and cohesion within the team is critical to the overall development of Xion Global.
There is the possibility that conflict within the team and/or departure of core personnel may occur, resulting in negative influence on the project in the future; (v) There is the risk that
the development of Xion Global will not be executed or implemented as planned, for a variety of reasons, including without limitation the event of a decline in the prices of any digital
asset, virtual currency or XGT, unforeseen technical difficulties, and shortage of development funds for activities; (vi) Hackers or other malicious groups or organisations may attempt
to interfere with XGT and/or Xion Global in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing
and spoofing. Furthermore, there is a risk that a third party or a member of the Company, the Distributor or their respective affiliates may intentionally or unintentionally introduce
weaknesses into the core infrastructure of XGT and/or Xion Global, which could negatively affect XGT and/or Xion Global. Further, the future of cryptography and security innovations
are highly unpredictable and advances in cryptography, or technical advances (including without limitation development of quantum computing), could present unknown risks to XGT
and/or Xion Global by rendering ineffective the cryptographic consensus mechanism that underpins that blockchain protocol; and (vii) In addition, the potential risks briefly mentioned
herein are not exhaustive and there are other risks (as more particularly set out in the Terms and Conditions) associated with your participation in Xion Global, as well as acquisition of,
holding and use of XGT, including those that the Company or the Distributor cannot anticipate. Such risks may further materialise as unanticipated variations or combinations of the
aforementioned risks. You should conduct full due diligence on the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and the Xion team, as well as understand the overall framework,
mission and vision for Xion Global prior to participating in the same and/or acquiring XGT.
Deemed Representations and Warranties: By accessing the Whitepaper or the Website (or any part thereof), you shall be deemed to represent and warrant to the Company, the
Distributor, their respective affiliates, and the Xion team as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
		
(d)
		
(e)
		
		
		
		

in any decision to acquire any XGT, you have shall not rely on any statement set out in the Whitepaper or the Website;
you will and shall at your own expense ensure compliance with all laws, regulatory requirements and restrictions applicable to you (as the case may be);
you acknowledge, understand and agree that XGT may have no value, there is no guarantee or representation of value or liquidity for XGT, and XGT is not
an investment product nor is it intended for any speculative investment whatsoever;
none of the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and/or the Xion team members shall be responsible for or liable for the value of XGT, the
transferability and/or liquidity of XGT and/or the availability of any market for XGT through third parties or otherwise; and
you acknowledge, understand and agree that you are not eligible to participate in the distribution of XGT if you are a citizen, national, resident (tax or
otherwise), domiciliary and/or green card holder of a geographic area or country (i) where it is likely that the distribution of XGT would be construed
as the sale of a security (howsoever named), financial service or investment product and/or (ii) where participation in token distributions is prohibited by
applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, or administrative act (including without limitation the United States of America and the People’s Republic of
China); and to this effect you agree to provide all such identity verification document when requested in order for the relevant checks to be carried out.

The Company, the Distributor and the Xion team do not and do not purport to make, and hereby disclaims, all representations, warranties or undertaking to any entity or person
(including without limitation warranties as to the accuracy, completeness, timeliness, or reliability of the contents of the Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published
by the Company or the Distributor). To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates and service providers shall not be liable for any
indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including, without limitation, any liability arising from default or negligence on the
part of any of them, or any loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data) arising from the use of the Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published, or its
contents (including without limitation any errors or omissions) or otherwise arising in connection with the same. Prospective acquirors of XGT should carefully consider and evaluate all
risks and uncertainties (including financial and legal risks and uncertainties) associated with the distribution of XGT, the Company, the Distributor and the Xion team.
Informational purposes only: The information set out herein is only conceptual, and describes the future development goals for Xion Global to be developed. In particular, the project
roadmap in the Whitepaper is being shared in order to outline some of the plans of the Xion team, and is provided solely for INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES and does not constitute any
binding commitment. Please do not rely on this information in deciding whether to participate in the token distribution because ultimately, the development, release, and timing of
any products, features or functionality remains at the sole discretion of the Company, the Distributor or their respective affiliates, and is subject to change. Further, the Whitepaper or
the Website may be amended or replaced from time to time. There are no obligations to update the Whitepaper or the Website, or to provide recipients with access to any information
beyond what is provided herein. Regulatory approval: No regulatory authority has examined or approved, whether formally or informally, any of the information set out in the Whitepaper
or the Website. No such action or assurance has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination
of the Whitepaper or the Website does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with.
Cautionary Note on forward-looking statements: All statements contained herein, statements made in press releases or in any place accessible by the public and oral statements
that may be made by the Company, the Distributor and/or the Xion team, may constitute forward-looking statements (including statements regarding the intent, belief or current
expectations with respect to market conditions, business strategy and plans, financial condition, specific provisions and risk management practices). You are cautioned not to place
undue reliance on these forward-looking statements given that these statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future
results to be materially different from that described by such forward-looking statements, and no independent third party has reviewed the reasonableness of any such statements
or assumptions. These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date indicated in the Whitepaper, and the Company, the Distributor as well as the Xion team expressly
disclaim any responsibility (whether express or implied) to release any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events after such date.
References to companies and platforms: The use of any company and/or platform names or trademarks herein (save for those which relate to the Company, the Distributor or their
respective affiliates) does not imply any affiliation with, or endorsement by, any third party. References in the Whitepaper or the Website to specific companies and platforms are for
illustrative purposes only.
English language: The Whitepaper and the Website may be translated into a language other than English for reference purpose only and in the event of conflict or ambiguity between
the English language version and translated versions of the Whitepaper or the Website, the English language versions shall prevail. You acknowledge that you have read and understood
the English language version of the Whitepaper and the Website.
No Distribution: No part of the Whitepaper or the Website is to be copied, reproduced, distributed or disseminated in any way without the prior written consent of the Company or the
Distributor. By attending any presentation on this Whitepaper or by accepting any hard or soft copy of the Whitepaper, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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